
Multiple ports for a 
dongle-free existence

Why a Business PC?

Works for 
extended 

periods of time

Runs demanding
applications 

with ease

Performs 
seamlessly while 

on the move

O�ers unmatched
connectivity even 
on weak signals

Secures your 
data against 
attacks

Can be serviced 
nearly anywhere 
in the world

Is optimized for 
business-grade 
security and durability

Here’s a quick comparison chart to help you 
make an informed decision:

vs. Consumer PCs Business PCs

Consumer PCs Business PCs

Which one is right for you?

Productivity 

Customizable for 
specific business needs

Mass produced with 
standard specificationsCustomization

Limited options with no 
support for upgradeabilityMemoryRange of options with 

upgradeability support 

Not optimized for 
business tasksGraphicsCustomizable for 

all professionals

*Many consumer PCs also o�er rapid charging

Battery LifeOne charge, long 
working hours* Shorter battery life 

Fewer ports

Heat up faster, a�ecting 
performance and longevity 

Ports

CoolingBetter cooling business 
PCs run faster and longer 

Made with a focus 
on aesthetics  MaterialsMade to withstand rough 

usage wear and tear

Only standard 
testing performedDurability

Series of rigorous 
testing conducted

Connectivity
Optimized for better 

reception; many o�er 
3G/4G support

Standard connectivity that 
can cripple productivity

Mobility

Manageability

Limited or no 
upgradeability 

Needs to be serviced as a 
unit, thus breaching data 
security protocols

Scalability

Serviceability
Hard-drive typically 

removable to ensure data 
security while servicing

Minimal hardware 
securityHardware

Security

Self-encrypting hard drives, 
anti-theft technology and 

bio authentication included

Business-
boosting

technology

Flexible 
support
network

Warranty
Comes with a global 

warranty, and option of 
business-focused 

warranty upgrades

Warranty only covers 
support within country 
of purchase

reasons why Lenovo 
is a di�erence maker

We are 
trusted the 
world over

Cross-
category
expertise 

Confidence 
in our 

products
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Quick and easy to 
deploy with seamless 

upgradeability
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